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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The research aimed to estimate the intensity of the impact of some environmental factors on the seasonal 

development of apical bark beetle (Ips acuminatus) in Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) stands in the conditions of 

Ukrainian Polissya, as well as to evaluate the extent and dynamics of infestation of forest ecosystems. According to 

the results of the classification of the obtained satellite images, the dynamics of the area and number of tree 

mortality foci of P. sylvestris per quadrant was determined, which enabled us to create appropriate maps by the area 

of infestation and its propagation rate. In 2018, there was an intensive increase in the area affected by apical bark 

beetles compared to 2017. Whereas in 2019 the expansion of the affected areas compared to the previous 2018 

slowed down significantly. Approximation of experimental data revealed the presence of a logarithmically normal 

distribution for the infestation area, and, consequently, the size of the pest population. The Principal Component 

Analysis revealed that in the studied area the most important factor influencing the population dynamics of ipid bark 

beetle and, accordingly, the intensity of its invasion, were weather and climatic conditions. Characteristics of the 

stand had little effect. It was established that favourable climatic conditions led to the fact that in the territory of 

Ukrainian Polissya I. acuminatus develops in more than two generations per year, and also slightly changed the 

attack strategy, namely the rate of damage and selectivity. An assumption on the further forming of favourable 

conditions for the proliferation of I. acuminatus, the emergence of new, not previously characteristic of the pest 

features of seasonal development and, consequently, the insect invasion on stands of P. sylvestris was made. 
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